Fun on the Farm is a board game that the entire family can enjoy.To play you will need dice and a playing piece for
each player.The players move along a path in the farmyard.The game highlights child safety issues. Each number
has an event or task described in the rules.The first player to complete the path and make it to the finish line is the
winner.The game requires at least two players but is even better with more players.

Rules
1. You wake up and notice that your parents are still in the barn. Wait patiently for your mom or dad to return.You get
		 an extra turn for being patient.
2. grandpa is making firewood with a log splitter.You go to get hearing protection and stand at a safe distance to watch.
		 When the logs have been split, you can help your dad pile the firewood.You get an extra turn for being safe and
		 helping out.
3. Dad is driving his tractor, but you are right in his way. Go back to the start.
4. You see a squirrel running along a branch. Move forward three spaces to keep up with it.
5. You peek into the shed and see a set of tractor wheels standing upright dangerously.You don’t enter the shed but
		 run to tell your dad instead. Move forward four spaces for doing the right thing.
6. Your friend gets to ride on the horse. Instead of keeping a safe distance, you are too excited run around the horse’s
		 legs. Skip one turn in order to calm down.
7. Your big brother has told you to do his job and cut the lawn. This job is not safe for children under the age of 15, so
		 go back one space for each year you still have to wait. If you are 15 or older, you don’t have to go back.
8. You jump over the fence into the cow paddock, but you really shouldn’t have. Go back six spaces.
9. You love the cute little lambs.You get an extra turn, because they make you feel so happy.
10. You get to the fields where you see your dad harvesting.You want ride with him so you start running towards the
		 harvester. Luckily he sees you and stops in time. Go back seven spaces for being irresponsible.
11. You friends want to go see the slurry pit.You tell them that it is not allowed to go there.You get an extra turn for
		 sticking to the rules and instructing others.
12. The milk truck drives into the yard. Now you are in the wrong place at the wrong time. It’s almost impossible
		 for the driver to see everything. Go back six spaces.
13. You are enjoying the sun and the summer.You and your friends tell each other what you see in the clouds.
		 Move forward six spaces for relaxing and having a nice time.
14. Your Frisbee has landed on the roof.You grab some ladders and climb after it.You know you shouldn’t climb up
		 onto the roof, but you want to keep playing. Come down at once and stay where you are for two turns.
15. The chickens are pacing around the yard, and you notice that they need to be fed.You find the chicken feed and
		 stay there to give it to them until you throw an even number.
16. Your grandma calls you in for lunch. The food is delicious, and while eating you get to tell her about everything
		 you’ve been up to. Move forward three spaces for eating your food and getting all that energy.
17. The cover over the well is rotten.You get an extra turn for asking your dad to replace it with a concrete cover.
18. Your mom is riding her bicycle to the neighbours, but she isn’t wearing a helmet. Move forward four spaces for
		 bringing her helmet to her.
19. The bull has escaped.You get an extra turn for running to safety as fast as you can and telling your parents immediately.
20. The tree house is a great place to hide and play, just don’t lean out of the window of you might fall! Stay where you
		 are for one turn to think about it.
21. The strawberries are ripe, so you stop to taste some. At the same time you pick enough so that everyone can have
		 a delicious dessert later on.You get an extra turn for thinking about others.
22. The cat runs into the hay barn.You run after it, even though you’ve been told not to climb on the hay bales. Stay where
		 you are for two turns to think about it.
Your trip around the farm has certainly been a lot of fun. Now you can practice your skateboarding in the
fenced-off play area. Well done!
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